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About This Content

The MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks DLC will add these exciting tracks to the game, key features in the past editions
of MXGP!
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Title: MXGP2 - Agueda and Bastogne Tracks
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows®Vista SP2 / Windows® 7 SP1 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 8.1

Processor: Intel i5 2500K 3.3GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 850

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 640 / Radeon HD 6670 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German
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Been waiting for this game for 2 years.....And let me just say.. WORTH THE WAIT!! And with tons more content to come,
worth a buy. PVP only, not even a tutorial before being thrown to the wolves, no thanks.. Was your childhood lacking in some
top-tier♥♥♥♥♥♥ Fill the void with some Fatty Bear.
Forget to make your kid a birthday cake the night before his or her birthday? Put the responsibility on Fatty Bear.
It's also got that Smoov Music.. grate game but it would be even better if it was multiplayer but beside that it has fun gameplay
and good FPS thanks for the good game at a grate price. This "NSFW" game is completely buggy, not to mention how when I
get a level another character of mine appears. Or how the weapons are basically crap like for example a trident which is worth
5000 coins in-game and can do 80 damage plus a fireball costing 10 mana compared to a hammer that does +/- 250 for 1600
coins. Even the price is too much for such a badly made game that I don't know why I bought (maybe because of the nudity part
that doesn't even show up at least in my stage). Forgot to mention that the only playable level is level 1. The others are literally a
black screen that you can move your guy around until some invisible monster or whatever kills you out of nowhere.. Stay away
from this game. Seriously. It will destroy it your brain and PC.. Good CRPG with deep story, interesting combat and satisfying
looting. It looks like an old game but is very comfortable to play with good UI and no unnecessary grinding.

I had to lower my windows resolution from 1080p to 720p, otherwise all looked too small.. I'm still trying to figure out this
program. It would be nice if it came with a full manual that you could read. I'd love to make mods for this game. it is fun to
mess around with though.. Both harder and better than Valve's Portal games.. Pros:
You can look around some of the enviroments.

Cons:
Horrible Vive controls
Movement system guarenteed to make you sick or feel off balance.
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this game is a good, CS-Go type of game, but free. the graphics are ok, and the texturs are pretty good to. the only thing i dont
like about this game is the glitches\/hacks. there are quit a few of these, but other than that, it is a good game.. While a solid
attempt, the game falls short of pretty much all accounts except one:

- Super short, ~90min to play through everything
- Time mechanic interesting but fairly repetative
- The game is designed for 7-10 year olds. While I don't take that as a negative please note that. I enjoyed Rayman a lot which
may have similar auidence I found this too childish.
- The puzzles are not always very logical especially given the target auidence, platforming is straightforward and linear
- Graphics are very good and animation is what you would expect for an artsy game
- Story is decent for the short time game has to offer

If you are looking for a game for your kid then this might be a good choice. Alternatively, get it on severe discount. Otherwise,
move along.. It's not breaking any molds, but what it does, it does well, and that is parody literally everything you hold dear..
This is a rather unique point and click puzzle, for the inexpensive price it is enjoyable to work on and it is artistically quite nice.
There's a rather mysterious subtext to the game that piques my curiousity.

If you like the screenshots, go ahead and pick it up, especially if on sale.. A Clockwork Ley-Line is an awesome VN but with
serious technical issues!

Introduction
The story and setting are really interesting, especially for someone like me who plays mostly slice of life-ish VNs. Once
you have started with reading you don\u2018t want to stop.
Each time a new Mist appears, means that something funny will happen.

Playtime
Concerning the playtime, one guy states in his review that he needed only 3h to complete his first playthrough. I can
only absolutely disagree to this, since I cleared the true end after around 20h.
The two other routes are kind of short, it will take around additional 2-3h to complete them.

On a side note: Neko\u2018s route was very sweet and all, but the end\u2026 I didn\u2018t expected it to end like this,
well, it escalated quickly :D Nevertheless it ended kind of abrupt.

Characters
The characters are great, both main cast and side characters are very likeable.
Somehow Rito was the one who I like the most, closely followed by Ushio.

Voice Acting
Voice acting is amazing, especially Ushio\u2018s voice and her pronunciation. Even if you only listen to her voice in the
main menu, you will fall for her :D
The principles Seiyuu deserves also to be mentioned, I love her way to speak. She does a very good job!

Soundtrack
The Soundtrack as a whole belongs to the better ones, there are some really beautiful tracks. For example
\u201cCamellia\u201d gets very emotional as soon as the flute starts to play. \u201cA Visit To The Realm Of
Night\u201d is also great.

After opening the BGM menu, I was surprised in a positive way. Each track has a small comment written by the
composer. As for the menu\u2019s general appearance, it is well done.

OP\/ED
Oh boy, the OP is cool as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, such a great song! I can say the same about the ED, it\u2019s a
rearranged version of the OP and sounds amazing. Amazing isn't even the right word to describe the ED, it sounds
more than amazing or beautiful.
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Choices
A good thing in this VN is the amount of choices you can make, some require you to think logically about the previous
events. If you are good enough you will even unlock something ;)

Cgs
The Cgs are beautifully drawn, in a nice art style. You can look at them in a gallery afterwards.

Bugs
Sadly, this is the first VN where I have to write a bit more in this section.
Someone in the Steam forum said: \u201cIt seems that this game is being held together with duct tape\u201c. This is the
truth.

It all starts when you launch the game, you will notice that your steam playtime isn\u2018t being tracked. Well, luckily there
is a workaround! This workaround may work BUT it leads to way more bugs.

Such as nasty text errors. At the start and at the end of each sentence you will see a \u201eg\u201c and a \u201ej\u201c.
I thought "Okay, I can overlook it" until THAT happened. The game crashed twice at the same scene. So I had to undo the
workaround, play a bit further and then redo the workaround. This happened multiple times and was annoying.

Another point of criticism is that new updates take forever, the support for this game seems to be almost non existent

All in all, the general impression of the game\u2018s technical state is kind of poor.

Pricetag
Considering its technical state 20\u20ac is a bit overpriced. I guess Ley-Line\u2019s discount price of 15\u20ac is
acceptable.

Conclusion
You get roughly 24h of play time, an interesting and captivating story, awesome voice acting and many more great things. As
the first part of a trilogy, this game makes a good impression, so I will definitely buy the other two parts. I only hope that the
following games won\u2019t be such a technical mess.. Think Toy Story meets Mario+Legend of Zelda. It does get a little bit
repetitive, but its still worth playing as you upgrade and build new equipment to fight stronger and stronger enemy toys. The
base-building doesn't seem very useful; it'd be more interesting if you could be actively involved in the night raids. The NPCs
could use some improvement: at the moment they're pretty static and useless. The quests they give come a bit out of order as
well. The story is told through diary entries which you find throughout the house. I'm not certain, but I believe they come in a
fixed order, and I think that order could be a smidge better. However, the story is fascinating, and each time I find a diary
entry, I'm left with a sense of anticipation and terror.

Overall, it lacks some polish, but it is really quite fun!
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